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Trump dumps TPP trade pact
TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP » 12-nation deal
scrapped in favor of ‘America First’ approach
By PETER BAKER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump upended the
United States’ traditional, bipartisan trade policy Monday
as he formally abandoned the
ambitious, 12-nation Trans-Pacific Partnership brokered by
his predecessor and declared an

end to the era of multinational
trade agreements that defined
global economics for decades.
With the stroke of a pen on
his first full weekday in office,
Trump signaled that he plans
to follow through on promises
to take a more aggressive stance
against foreign competitors as
part of his “America First” approach. In doing so, he demon-

strated that he would not follow
old rules, effectively discarding
long-standing Republican orthodoxy that expanding global
trade was good for the world
and America — and that the U.S.
should help write the rules of
international commerce.
Although the agreement had
not been approved by Congress,
Trump’s decision to withdraw
not only doomed former President Barack Obama’s signature
trade achievement, but also
carried broad geopolitical im-
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from Canada
and Chile to Australia and Japan in a complex web of trade
rules, was sold as a way to permanently tie the U.S. to East
Asia and create an economic
bulwark against a rising China.
Instead, Trump said U.S.
workers would be protected

STORM FALLOUT » Rain may have stopped, but travel problems
persist, with key thoroughfare likely closed for several days

against competition from lowwage countries like Vietnam
and Malaysia, also parties to the
deal.
But some in both parties worry that China will move to fill
the economic vacuum as the U.S.
looks inward, and will expand
its sway over Asia and beyond.
Monday was a busy day for
the new president. In addition
to abandoning the trade deal,
he ordered a freeze on federal
TURN TO TRUMP » PAGE A2
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By CHRISTI WARREN
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Highway 37 headache
A section of Highway 37 in Marin County is closed because of flooding on Monday.

By JULIE JOHNSON AND BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

While the rain from a series of winter
storms has finally left the North Coast, the
saturated ground left behind has caused
flooding and clogged roads around Sonoma
County.
The biggest traffic headache Monday remained Highway 37, where 3 miles of flooded roadway between Highway 101 and Atherton Avenue is expected to remain closed
for several days.
As much as 5 feet of water covered portions of the highway’s westernmost stretch
through a tidal marsh area between Deer
Island Preserve and the Bel Marin Keys in

Novato and northern Marin County.
There were plenty of other travel problems for commuters.
A flood warning was still in place Monday for Mark West Creek in the lowlands
between the Charles M. Schulz-Sonoma
County Airport and the creek’s entry into
the Russian River.
“I think the one thing that has surprised
everyone is that Mark West Creek has really turned into Mark West Lake,” said Sonoma County Supervisor Lynda Hopkins,
who represents the area.
The flooded creek “is not going to come
down sufficiently until the Russian River
comes down,” said Mark Strudley, a hydrologist with the National Weather Ser-

vice. “It will remain high with moderate to
minor flooding conditions for at least the
next day.”
Hopkins noted she lives on one side of
Wohler Road in Forestville, but can’t get
to her organic farm on the other side of
it because of flooding. Instead, she’s been
forced for much of the past two weeks to
take another route requiring as much as
30 minutes to reach the farm.
“Wohler was still a river this morning,”
Hopkins said Monday.
Some areas around Guerneville, such as
Hulbert and Fife creeks, experienced flooding because downed trees and other debris

After more than a year, Sonoma County health care providers finally have a set of standardized opioid prescription
guidelines that experts hope will
allow doctors to better manage
patients’ pain, while curbing the
spread of opioid addiction.
The guidelines were created
by a coalition of county health
care providers under the mantle
of the Committee for Healthcare
Improvement, which met about
eight times during the past
year to prepare and finalize the
guidelines, said Karen Milman,
the county’s health officer.
Sonoma County is “early”
in its implementation of such
guidelines, Milman said, the
second on the North Coast to
do so after Marin County in fall
2015.
Napa County is close to finalizing its guidelines and Lake
and Mendocino counties have
begun the process, she said.
The guidelines — one set for
emergency departments and
one for primary care providers
— provide strategies for safe
prescribing practices, including
patient screenings, monitoring
and reassessment throughout
course of care, treatment agreements and tools for identifying
patients with substance-use disorders.
The county also created a toolkit for the guidelines with helpful links, step-by-step guides for
screenings and sample letters
for patients that explain the new
opioid guidelines.
The origins of the county’s
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Say what? Trump confounds translators
Foreign news outlets struggle
to convey meandering
remarks in native tongues
By SAMANTHA SCHMIDT
WASHINGTON POST

When the video was released capturing a younger Donald Trump making lewd comments about women,
news outlets across the country struggled with how to present the crude
words.
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“Grab them by the p---y,” Trump
said in the recording, the Washington
Post reported. “You can do anything.”
Around the world, reporters and
translators dealt with a more complex
dilemma: how to make sense of the
shocking conversation in a different
language.
In Chinese, for example, one language expert, David Moser, has argued there is no obvious way to say
the word “p---y.” Some news outlets
published more sanitized versions using references to “private places.”
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“You can even play with their nether parts; anything goes,” was the
rough translation in one Chinese media outlet.
Others opted for simply including
the censored English word, “use p---y
to grab them.”
Since the beginning of his political rise, Trump’s remarks have been
translated into a slew of languages
worldwide, and his official swearing in
only elevates the power of his words.
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President Donald Trump’s tendency to jump topics
and repeat himself proves challenging for translators.
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